
Innovative Infrastructure
Addigy is a cloud-based Apple Device Management solution. Our architecture 
eliminates the need for setting up, maintaining, and monitoring monolithic 
server instances across different sites. Addigy’s solution centralizes all of the 
functionality needed to effectively manage and service Apple devices while 
abstracting away unnecessary and complicated items for both administrators 
and end-users. Addigy’s innovative and lean technology stack provides highly 
scalable cutting-edge technology quickly and efficiently.

The Most Powerful Apple Device 
Management for MSPs and IT Teams

Powerful Administrative Framework
The Addigy Web application can be accessed from any browser and centralizes all the administrative 
logic for servicing & managing Apple devices. From within a simple web application, Addigy users can 
perform powerful administrative tasks at scale.

Real-time monitoring with automated 
remediation

Addigy provides real-time device statistics across 
an entire portfolio providing unparalleled visibility 
for Apple administrators and powerful tools to 
react to the state of devices. Leveraging Addigy, 
administrators can monitor the state of machines 
and automatically trigger remediation steps if 
certain conditions are met. This robust and 
innovative solution allows Apple administrators to 
scale their time efficiently and effectively.

Live device access & management

Addigy has multiple remote-control capabilities 
that can be used right from the central web 
application. Apple administrators can leverage 
ConnectWise Control, Splashtop, Addigy 
Remote Control, GoLive, or the Addigy 
LiveTerminal which provides immediate 
command-line access to a managed device 
regardless of geographic location.

Effortlessly manage macOS, iOS, iPadOS and tvOS devices across multiple clients and locations.
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Easy OS and software deployment & 
updating

With Addigy, there is no need to create and 
upload custom packages. Addigy has an 
extensive public software catalog regularly 
updated by the team and community. Addigy 
users can deploy custom or public software,  
configuration profiles, applications, and patches 
to their entire portfolio all from within the web 
application.  Addigy removes the cumbersome 
tasks of manually uploading items to separate 
distribution points and provides real-time 
information regarding the deployment status of 
these items providing greater flexibility and 
visibility to users. 

Administrators can also automatically apply 
system updates, Microsoft Office updates, and 
third-party patches all from within the web 
application without needing to host the software 
at separate distribution points.

It’s such a joy to be able to just push out an 
application to a user when they aren’t 
looking. I had a user recently that couldn’t 
launch Chrome, so I deleted the current 
version with Addigy Live Terminal, pushed 
out the new version from Deployments, and 
then asked the user to click the Chrome icon 
in their dock. All in real-time it took under a 
minute and the user was back in business.

 - Tim Pearson, Partner, CreativeTechs

Profile and device configuration & 
governance

Maintaining the configuration state of every Apple 
device in a portfolio is a mission critical task. 
Apple administrators who use Addigy can ensure 
that any device profiles and configurations stay 
enforced across their entire portfolio at all times.

Organization-wide security & 
compliance enforcement

Security is actively considered in every aspect of 
our product, along with every decision we make. 
With Addigy, Apple IT administrators can easily 
ensure that all security configurations stay 
enforced at a department or organization level.

Security features:

•  Firewall Management

•  Website Blocking

•  FileVault Management

•  Gatekeeper Enforcement

•  Extensive Security Software Catalog

•  Password Policy Enforcement

•  Screensaver Password Settings

•  SOC 2 Compliance

Get a free demo today� addigy.com/demo
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